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How can a towering jade waterfall compete with YouTube. In one
embodiment of the present invention, attributing a presence of
a dyslexia risk in the carried person to be diagnosed in the
presence of the following nucleotides in at least three SNP
selected from the group consisting of A for rs, C for rs, C
for rs and T rs, preferably in the presence of each of the
nucleotides A for rs and C for rs and C for rs and A for rs
and C for rs and T rs or A for rs and C for rs and T rsoder C
for rs and C for rsund T for rs In a further embodiment of the
inventive method the allocation of the presence of a dyslexia
risk in the person to be diagnosed in the presence of a
respective deviation of the nucleotides A for rs and rs for C
and C for rs and rs for T takes place.
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